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Abstract: In a general two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), the anomaly of muon anoma-
lous magnetic moment (muon g-2) can be explained by     avor violating Yukawa
couplings, motivated by the recent CMS excess in Higgs boson decay h !  . We study
Michel parameters for  decays  ! l (l = e; ) in the 2HDM with the lepton avor
violation, and show that they can be sensitive to the avor structure as well as the Lorentz
and chiral structures of the model. We nd that the correction to the Michel parameter
 in  !  is correlated to the contribution to the muon g-2, and it can be as large
as 10 4   10 2 in the parameter region where the    avor violating Yukawa couplings
explain the muon g-2 anomaly. Therefore the precision measurement of the Michel param-
eter at the level of 10 4   10 2 would signicantly probe the interesting parameter space
for the solution to the muon g-2 anomaly.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of a Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 2] as well as the
consistency of almost all low energy experimental results show the remarkable success of
the standard model (SM) of elementary particles. On the other hand, the theoretical
understanding of the Higgs sector is still poor. There are no apparent theoretical reason
that the Higgs sector has to have the simplest structure (one Higgs doublet) in contrast
to the matter sector which has three generation structure. Therefore, the extended Higgs
sector would deserve to be studied to make a deep understanding of the nature of Higgs
sector.
One of simple extensions of the SM Higgs sector is a two Higgs doublet model (2HDM),1
where one more Higgs doublet is added into the SM. In a general 2HDM where both Higgs
doublets couple to all fermions,2 avor violating phenomena mediated by the Higgs bosons
are predicted [9]. Without any experimental supports, such a avor violation beyond the
SM has been considered to be problematic [10{13].
However, the CMS collaboration has reported an excess in a avor violating Higgs
boson decay h!  at ps = 8 TeV [14], and the best t value of the branching ratio is
BR(h! ) = (0:84+0:39 0:37) %; (1.1)
and the deviation from the SM prediction is 2:4. Recently, the CMS collaboration reported
a result based on an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb 1 at
p
s = 13 TeV and no excess is
observed [15], but it is not sensitive enough to exclude the 8 TeV result. The ATLAS
collaboration has also reported their results [16, 17] and the current best t value of the
branching ratio is
BR(h! ) = (0:53 0:51) %; (1.2)
1See a recent review [3].
2This is sometimes called type-III 2HDM. (See, for example, refs. [4{7].) However, sometimes the type-

















which is consistent with the SM prediction as well as the CMS result shown above. Al-
though the origin of the excess is not conclusive yet and more data are needed, the CMS
excess in the avor violating Higgs boson decay becomes a good motivation to study the
avor violating phenomena predicted in the 2HDM and multi-Higgs doublet model.3
In refs. [39, 40], we have shown a possibility that a general 2HDM with     avor
violation can explain both the CMS excess in h!  and an anomaly of muon anomalous
magnetic moment (muon g-2) as reported, for example, by [41],4
aEXP   aSM = (26:1 8:0) 10 10: (1.3)
In the scenario where the 2HDM with     avor violation can resolve both anomalies,
we have studied some predictions and constraints in  and  -physics [40]. Especially we
have found that the correction to the decay rate of  !  is correlated to the correction
to the muon g-2, and hence the precise measurement of the  decay  ! l (l = e; ) is
important to probe the scenario.
In this paper, we study Michel parameters for  decays  ! l (l = e; ) in a
general 2HDM with the lepton avor violation. The Michel parameters in the leptonic
decays l ! l0 has been studied, for example, in [45{53]5 and within the framework of
the 2HDM [11, 65{69]. However, the eect of the lepton avor violation on the Michel
parameters has not been well studied. Therefore, we analyze the corrections to the Michel
parameters in  decays  ! l (l = e; ) for the 2HDM in the presence of the lepton avor
violation. We stress that the precise measurement of the Michel parameters would have
a sensitivity not only to the Lorentz and chiral structures but also to the avor structure
of the new physics models. Furthermore, we calculate the size of the corrections to the
Michel parameters in the scenario where the muon g-2 anomaly is explained by the   
avor violation in the 2HDM, and show that it can be as large as 10 4 10 2. We also nd
that there is an interesting correlation between the corrections to the Michel parameter 
in  !  and the muon g-2, independent of the value of BR(h ! ). Therefore, the
precise measurement of the Michel parameter at the level of 10 4 10 2 would signicantly
test the scenario.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briey review a general 2HDM.
In section III, we study Michel parameters for  decays   ! l  (l = e; ) in a general
2HDM with lepton avor violation. Especially we show that the Michel parameters can be
sensitive to the avor structure as well as the Lorentz and chiral structures of the model.
In section IV, we show the predicted values of the correction to the Michel parameter 
in the scenario where the muon g-2 anomaly can be explained by the    avor violation
in the 2HDM. In section V, we summarize our results.
3For earlier works, see, for example, refs. [18{23]. The lepton avor violation Higgs boson decays have
been studied even before the CMS excess has been reported [24{38].
4Similar results have been obtained by [42{44].
5For the radiative corrections, see, for example, ref. [54] and references therein for the earlier works and
also see refs. [55{61] for the recent progresses. Furthermore, the recent theoretical studies of the radiative 
decay [62, 63] have suggested the deviation from the BaBar result [64]. The interpretation of this deviation

















2 General two Higgs doublet model
We briey review a two Higgs doublet model. In a two Higgs doublet model, both neutral
components of Higgs doublets get vacuum expectation values (vevs) in general. Taking a
certain linear combination, we can always consider a basis (so called Georgi basis or Higgs
basis [70, 71], and see also, for example, [72{77]) where only one of the Higgs doublets has














where G+ and G are Nambu-Goldstone bosons, and H+ and A are a charged Higgs boson
and a CP-odd Higgs boson, respectively. We have assumed that the CP is conserved in
the Higgs potential for simplicity. CP-even neutral Higgs bosons 1 and 2 can mix and
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Here  is the mixing angle.
Without imposing an extra symmetry, both Higgs doublets couple to all fermions. In
mass eigenbasis for the fermions, the lepton Yukawa interactions are expressed by
L =  LiLH1yieeiR   LiLH2ije ejR + h:c:; (2.3)
where i; j represent avor indices, LL = (VMNSL; eL)
T , and VMNS is the Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (MNS) matrix. Here all fermions (fL; fR) (f = e; ) are mass eigenstates (i.e.
e1L;R = eL;R; e
2
L;R = L;R; e
3
L;R = L;R). We have assumed the seesaw mechanism with
super-heavy right-handed neutrinos to explain the smallness of neutrino masses. The
Yukawa coupling matrix ije is a general 3  3 complex matrix and can be a source of
the Higgs-mediated avor violating processes. Although we only show Yukawa couplings
in lepton sector, the Yukawa couplings in quark sector are understood similarly.



























where c  cos  and s  sin , and mie = yiev=
p
2. Note that when c = 0 (s =
1), the Yukawa interactions of h are equal to those of the SM Higgs boson. In general,
however, there are avor-violating interactions for h through the Higgs mixing c. On the
other hand, when c is small, the Yukawa interactions of heavy Higgs bosons (H, A, and




























































From this potential, one can calculate the relations among Higgs boson masses, and espe-
cially when c is close to zero (or 6  0), the relations are simplied as






v2; m2A = M
2
22 +
3 + 4   5
2
v2: (2.6)
Fixing the couplings i, the heavy Higgs boson masses are parametrized by the CP-odd
Higgs boson mass mA, which we treat as a free parameter of the model. We note that a
dangerous contribution to Peskin-Takeuchi's T-parameter ( parameter) [78] are suppressed
by the degeneracy between mA and mH+ as well as the small Higgs mixing parameter
c [79]. Therefore, we set 4 = 5 = 0:5 in our analysis, so that it guarantees the
degeneracy between the CP-odd Higgs and charged Higgs bosons mA = mH+ .
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3 Michel parameters for  decays   ! l  (l = e; )
In the 2HDM, charged Higgs boson interactions also induce  decays   ! l  at the
tree level. Therefore, the detail study of the  decays is interesting to see the new physics
eect. For an initial   lepton polarization P , the nal l  distribution (l = e; ) in the









x2   x20G2Fl [F1l(x)  F2l(x)P cos l] ;
F1l(x) = x(1  x) + 2l
9













where GFl is an eective Fermi constant for 
  ! l  process, and l is the angle between







x = El=w and x0 = ml=w where El and ml are energy and mass for the lepton l (l = e; ),
respectively. Here we have assumed neutrino masses are negligible. The decay rate for

































, f(y) = 1  8y+ 8y3  y4  12y2 log y, and g(y) = 1 + 9y  9y2  y3 + 6y(1 +
y) log y.
In the 2HDM, the eective Fermi constant GFl and the Michel parameters for 
  !
l  are expressed by
GFl = GF
q














Here the corrections l1 and 
l

















where mH+ is the charged Higgs boson mass. Since the avor of neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos are not detected in the measurement, we have taken a sum of the avor of
neutrinos and anti-neutrinos in the nal state. Thus we expect the deviation from the SM
prediction in l and l,










where SM = 1 and SM = 0 for the standard model values.
We note that if there are only avor-conserving interactions assuming CP conservation













and hence we expect that jlj  jlj. On the other hand, if the avor-violating inter-
actions are dominant, the relation between l and l would be very dierent from the
one in the avor-conserving case. For example, if only 
 ()
e are non-zero and others are
negligible,





; l2 ' 0 for l = e and ; (3.8)
so that jj  jj.7 Therefore we stress that the precise measurement of various Michel
parameters are very important to understand not only the Lorentz and chiral structure but
also the avor structure of the new physics models.








BR(  ! e )f(y) ; (3.9)
7When the 
 ()
e avor violating Yukawa couplings are dominant, the avors of neutrino and anti-
neutrino in the nal state are dierent from those of the SM contribution. Therefore, there is no interference






















= 1:0018 0:0014: (3.10)































where (yl) = g(yl)=f(yl). Therefore, the measurement of the lepton avor universality is
sensitive to the non-universality of the eective Fermi constant GFl (in other word, 
l
1)
as well as the parameter l (
l
2). Especially, in the case with negligible l (
l
2) as shown
in eq. (3.8), the correction to the lepton non-universality is sensitive to the lepton avor












Since  < 0, (g=ge) > 1 in this scenario.
Finally, we would like to comment on the muon decay ! e. Similar to the  decays
discussed above, the charged Higgs boson contributes to ! e. By replacing the index
 with  and l with e in the formulas we have gotten in  ! l, one can get the results for
! e. Since the Fermi constant GF is determined from the muon life time, in principle
the value of GF has to be modied in the general 2HDM. However, the extra leptonic
Yukawa couplings e are strongly constrained by various experiments, e.g. from  ! e
searches, typically 
e (e)




e ) < 10 6, and from  !  (ee)
searches, e 
 (e;e)
e < 10 3 for m+H  mA  300 GeV [40]. In the presence of sizable  
avor violation, the corrections to  ! e decay tend to be negligible. Especially in the
scenario where the muon g-2 can be explained by the     avor violating interactions
as discussed in the next section, the corrections 1;2 for the muon decay  ! e are
negligibly small so that we can not see any deviation in the muon decay.
4 Correlation between corrections to muon g-2 and Michel parameter 
In refs. [39, 40], we have found that the anomaly of muon g-2 can be explained by    
avor violating Yukawa interactions in a general 2HDM, which is motivated by the CMS
excess in the Higgs boson decay h !  [14]. It will be interesting to see how large
correction to the Michel parameters one can get in the parameter space where the muon
g-2 anomaly is explained.
In an upper gure of gure 1, we show the absolute value of the correction to the
Michel parameter jj as a function of c and BR(h ! ). Here we have assumed
mH+ = 350 GeV. In a lower gure of gure 1, jj is shown as a function of charged Higgs
boson mass mH+ and c xing the branching ratio BR(h! ) (BR(h! ) = 0:84%).
The dark (light) shaded region can explain the muon g-2 anomaly within 1 (2). In




























































µτBR(h            )=0.84%
Figure 1. The correction to the Michel parameter jj is shown as a function of c and BR(h!
) (upper gure) and as a function of charged Higgs boson mass mH+ and c (lower gure). We
have assumed mH+ = 350 GeV in the upper gure and BR(h ! ) = 0:84% in the lower gure.
The dark (light) shaded region can resolve the muon g-2 anomaly within 1 (2).
non-zero, and others e Yukawa couplings are negligible as we have discussed in eq. (3.8).
8
In order to explain the muon g-2 anomaly and to maximize its size, we have assumed
e =  e , as discussed in ref. [40]. As shown in eq. (3.8), 1 is always positive and
hence  is negative. As one can see from the upper gure of gure 1, there is an
interesting correlation between the corrections to the muon g-2 and the Michel parameter
 in  !  decay, that is almost independent of the value of BR(h! ). This is in
8As shown in ref. [40], many of e Yukawa couplings are strongly constrained in this scenario. Therefore,



















contrast to the prediction of  !  which depends on the value of BR(h! ) [40]. In the
lower gure of gure 1, as the charged Higgs boson gets heavier, the predicted correction
to the Michel parameter jj becomes larger in the parameter region where the muon g-2
anomaly is explained. The accuracy of the current Michel parameter measurements is at the
O(1)% level [81], and hence the results are consistent with the current measurements on the
Michel parameters. Since the correction jj and the lepton non-universality (g=ge)  1
in the  decays are related as shown in eq. (3.12), the current bound of the lepton non-
universality eq. (3.10) starts putting on the constraint in this scenario. Therefore, the future
precise measurement of the Michel parameter  at the level of 10
 4  10 2 as well as that
of the lepton non-universality would have a signicant potential to probe this scenario.
5 Summary
The theoretical understanding of the Higgs sector is still unsatisfactory. The more experi-
mental data and theoretical studies will be needed to make a deeper understanding of the
Higgs sector.
The CMS excess events of h!  process might suggest the extension of the minimal
structure of the SM Higgs sector. One of simple extensions of the SM Higgs sector is a two
Higgs doublet extension of the SM. In a general 2HDM, the avor violating phenomena
mediated by Higgs bosons are predicted, and hence it is easy to explain the CMS excess in
h!  if this is due to new physics eect. In refs. [39, 40], we have pointed out that the
  avor violating Yukawa interactions can resolve the muon g-2 anomaly, and in ref. [40],
the correction to the decay rate of  !  process is correlated to the contribution to the
muon g-2 induced by the    lepton avor violating Yukawa interactions.
In this paper, we have studied the Michel parameters for the  decays   ! l  in a
general 2HDM with lepton avor violation, whose eect on the Michel parameters had not
been well studied. We have shown that the precise measurement of the Michel parameters
is sensitive to the avor structure as well as the Lorentz and chiral structure of the model.
Especially in the parameter region where the muon g-2 anomaly is explained by the   
avor violating Yukawa couplings, the correction to the Michel parameter jj can be as
large as 10 4  10 2 and it is correlated to the correction to the muon g-2, independent of
the predicted value of BR(h ! ). Therefore, the precision measurement of the Michel
parameters at the level of 10 4   10 2 would be crucial to probe the scenario where the
   avor violating Yukawa couplings explain the anomaly of the muon g-2.
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